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ABSTRACT: The Commission has been supporting demonstration projects in the PV sector for more than 20 years,
and in recent years has been giving particular attention to 2nd generation grid connected PV systems in buildings,
with a view to achieving cost reductions and building market confidence.  Future demonstration priorities should be
focused on the development and demonstration of 3rd generation PV systems, which are substantially cheaper and
fully able to compete with other sources of renewable electricity.
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1 INTRODUCTION

During the early years of the EC demonstration
programme (1980-1995), the projects focused on
demonstrating new applications of PV systems and on
exploring the long term performance of systems in real
operating conditions.  Lessons were learned concerning
technical issues such as earthing, lightning protection, long
term cycling of batteries, and the optimisation of system
controls.  The first generation PV systems were costly, but
encouragingly reliable, and proved to be the most cost-
effective option for generating small quantities of
electricity at isolated sites.

Stand alone applications requiring high reliability in
isolated sites have formed an important PV market sector
for more than 10 years, especially in the developing
countries, where they will continue to play an important
role, notably in the supply of competitive energy services
such as water pumping, communications and rural lighting,
for many years in the future.  However, by their very nature
such applications involve relatively low electricity
consumptions and therefore the contribution of stand alone
PV systems to reducing the worldwide consumption of
fossil fuels for power generation is also rather low.

If PV systems are to make a more substantial
contribution in the future to final electricity demand at a
global level, then they must feed power into the main
electricity grids in developed as well as developing
countries.  The EC PV demonstration programme has
therefore been focused more strongly on grid connected
applications in recent years.  The challenge which now
faces the future EC demo programmes, as well as those of
individual countries in the EU and elsewhere is to
accelerate the deployment of 2nd generation PV systems
whilst at the same time encouraging the development of 3rd

generation PV systems, which will supply grid connected
electricity services at truly competitive prices.

2 THE DEVELOPMENT OF PV SYSTEMS

2.1 Background
The Commission’s demonstration programmes initially

supported projects which tackled the installation and
operational problems associated with individual PV
components in the first generation of PV systems, and the

focus of the projects was on demonstrating their reliability
and measuring their technical performance.  The
programmes have always been focused on supporting the
demonstration of innovative PV technologies which are
ahead of those that can be sold on the commercial market.
Consequently, as the markets have evolved, so have the
demonstration programmes.  The aims of the individual
projects have also increased in complexity, by addressing
not only the problems associated with individual PV
components, but also those associated with the interfaces
between PV systems and their users and the electricity grid.
In recent years, PV demonstration projects have also
tackled the socio-economic and other non-technical
barriers encountered when innovative PV systems are
installed on a large scale in real operating conditions.

2.2 Second Generation PV Systems
A second-generation system might be considered as

one that has been developed to suit innovators and
customers who are able to benefit from public financial
support for the purchase of a PV system.  Since the mid-
1990’s, a number of efforts have been made to bring onto
the market 2nd generation PV systems, which have greater
cost-effectiveness than their predecessors.  Some second
generation PV modules are designed to fit directly into
buildings or other structures, where they can act at the
same time as electricity generators and as elements of the
building fabric or structure, i.e.: as roofing, façade or
glazing elements; as sound barriers or covers over a car
park.  Such a multi-functional approach reduces the costs
of PV electricity generation, since some of the capital costs
of the PV modules can be attributed to other budget lines.

Today’s market for 2nd generation PV technologies is
growing at about 30% per year, and is increasingly
becoming dominated by those markets where transitional
market support schemes are stimulating the purchase of
grid connected domestic and other building integrated PV
systems.

At the start of the 5th Framework Programme for
research, in January 1999, the short-term target for mass
production PV system costs was set at 7 €/Wp, with a
medium term target of reducing this to 3 €/Wp.  These
targets may be compared with the ranges of total project
costs per Wp for the demonstration projects supported by
the EC, which are shown for each year by the dark areas in
Fig 1.  What is evident from this Figure is that the costs
declared to the Commission have not been falling very



quickly during the past few years, and we are still a long
way from the medium term target.

Figure 1  Costs of PV Demonstration projects supported
by the EC since 1994

This is an important time for the development of the market
for PV technologies, since confidence is beginning to grow
in the technical viability of PV electricity, and a number of
utilities and other major stakeholders in the energy sector
are beginning to invest in substantial PV systems.

Owing to its “high tech” image, PV is being used by a
number of organisations to demonstrate their commitment
to the environment and this can be very successfully
achieved by the architectural integration of a 2nd generation
PV system into one of their buildings.  Such projects by
commercial innovators and committed architects, together
with subsidised installations on domestic family houses,
have led to the rapid growth which has been seen in the
market for 2nd generation PV systems during the past few
years.  This, in turn, has led to substantial investments in
the up-scaling of manufacturing plants for 2nd generation
PV cells and modules.

However, it must not be forgotten that today’s PV
markets are viable only where the necessary subsidy
schemes are in place, and our cost goals have not yet been
met.  The existing PV markets will not be sustainable in the
longer term unless costs are reduced to the point where PV
electricity becomes competitive with renewable electricity
generated using other sources.

It follows that the Commission’s demonstration
programmes must now move on to tackle the problems
associated with the introduction of the next (3rd) generation
of PV systems.

2.3 Third generation PV systems

Some decision makers may feel that there is plenty of
time to wait for the 3rd generation PV systems, which will
emerge eventually from on-going efforts of long term RTD.
However, to wait would be to concede that PV will make a
negligible contribution to the achievement of cleaner
electricity supplies in the EU by 2010, a negligible
contribution to the commitments made by EC Ministers
when they adopted the RE White Paper in 1997. [1]

Alternatively, the Commission could refocus the
priorities of its PV demonstration programme on to
accelerating progress towards the introduction of 3rd

generation PV systems, with a view to getting them into the
market within the next 5 years.

Such a proactive approach by the Commission might
involve higher risks than those associated with the support
of long term research, and might result in some high profile
failures.  However, the potential benefits of developing and

introducing PV systems with much lower costs would far
outweigh the risks involved.

More cost effective 3rd generation PV systems could
not only help to improve the quality, security and diversity
of energy supplies in the EU, they could also greatly assist
the poorest people in developing countries and improve the
global environment for us all.

The following are suggested as key features of a 3rd

generation PV system :

� generates electricity at competitive costs (< 0.1 € per
kWh) through an optimal combination of low capital
costs (total installed system costs ~1000 €/kWp), high
performance (output from 600 – 1100 kWh / year per
kWp), and long lifetime (>15 years)

� suitable for large scale application in mass markets
(grid-connected and / or stand alone)

� easy to install in a wide range of sizes, which are
simple to interconnect

It is not yet clear which technologies are most likely to
succeed in meeting the above specification for a 3rd

generation PV system.  Likely candidates include thin film
PV modules, possibly with inverters integrated into the
thin films themselves since the largest PV markets in the
EU in the future will almost certainly be for grid connected
applications.  For building integrated PV applications,
experience to date has shown the importance of modules
which can be cut to a wide variety of sizes, as well as the
need for simple and reliable electrical inter-connections.

2.4 Promotion of Best Practice
One of the key roles of the Commission is to use its

programmes to encourage the sharing of experience
amongst organisations in the EU Member States, and to
ensure that lessons are learned as quickly and efficiently as
possible, i.e.: that Best Practice is identified and thereafter
widely adopted.

It is also important for the Commission to stimulate the
development of innovative schemes, which could have the
potential to open up new market segments and/or to
contribute substantially to accelerating the rate of growth
of existing market segments.

Such actions are currently supported by the EC in the
ALTENER programme and the 5th Framework programme.

3 KEY LESSONS FROM RECENT EC
DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

The Commission’s RTD Framework and ALTENER
programmes have both focused on tackling barriers to the
growth of PV markets in recent years, sharing the costs and
therefore the risks with both public and private sector
organisations in the different Member States.

In the demonstration projects, important innovations
have been seen in building integration techniques, in the
use of multiple inverter combinations and in module
integrated inverters.  Some interesting case studies are
briefly summarised below:

PHEBUS (SE-033-93, SE-368-95, SE-190-97):  A series
of 3 projects over a period of 5 years supported the
introduction of grid connected domestic systems for the
first time in France.  The projects targeted grid connected
PV systems on buildings in different situations
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(geographical, climatic and economical) increasing in each
phase the number of systems: 21, 41 and 151 with a total
installed power of 28.8, 45 and 200 kWp respectively.
These projects contributed to the building of confidence in
both the government and the utility, and follow-up projects
have now been implemented with National support.  The
participation of the EC in the PHEBUS projects permitted
an SME to tackle market barriers, which might otherwise
have taken much longer to overcome, and raised the level
of awareness of the projects far above what might have
been achieved at only a local level.

AMERSFOORT (SE-178-96): Building Integrated PV
systems were installed on a new urban development, at a
scale never before achieved in an urban context through the
construction of 350 PV houses with a total power of 1
MWp.  The confidence needed to secure the commitment
of local decision-makers and the utility was achieved to a
significant extent by obtaining the support of the EC, even
though the level of the financial contribution from the EC
programme was only 20%. Furthermore, cost reduction
was achieved through optimised integration (standardised
electrical designs) and economies of scale.

BARCELONA MUSEUM (SE-220-96):  As a part of the
rehabilitation of an exceptional old textile factory in the
civic centre of Terrasa (close to Barcelona, Spain), a 34
kWp grid-connected PV façade has been installed on a
building beside the Museu Nacional De La Ciència I La
Técnica de Catalunya (mNACTEC). This project represents
a showcase of the architectural / aesthetic possibilities
created by a combination of coloured opaque and semi-
transparent PV modules. This relatively expensive system
(13 €/Wp) includes opaque blue cells and semi-transparent
blue, magenta and golden cells. The cells were developed
in a previous Joule II contract [2]. The solar electricity
generation is monitored using a data logger that records
information directly from a group of intelligent inverters.
This monitoring system was very valuable for identifying
initial problems, and helped the operators to commission
the installation quickly after construction. The system has a
performance ratio of 80% and an overall PV plant
efficiency of 10%.

TRAIN STATION–LEHRTER BAHNHOF (SE-220-
96) : This project will have a very important impact in
terms of demonstrating architectural and town planning,
since it is located near to the government buildings and
will be one of the most important railway stations in Berlin.
The Lehrter Bahnhof railway station will also provide a
valuable basis for future advertising by the Deutsche Bahn
AG, showing how they are generating their own power
from sunlight. The photovoltaic generator will consist of
1440 modules varying from 1.7 to 2.6 m² in size, which
will be integrated into a triple layer glass roof area of
~3300m² in accordance with the German legal
requirements for overhead glazing structures.  The station
hall is in the form of an east-west oriented and slightly bent
barrel vault roof. The PV modules will therefore be tilted
from 7° to 19° on the south side of the east/west oriented
glass roof hall.  Construction is planned for 2002. Using
133,200 high efficiency cells (LGBG.) the nominal power
of the grid-connected PV generator will achieve about
325kWp.  Due to the centric arrangement of the PV cells in
the geometry of the glass pane, a structural element with
continuous transparent margins all around is created. This
matches the global impression that the glass roofing

provides inside.  This project is relatively expensive at
more than 12 €/Wp, but it will provide a very high profile
demonstration, and will tackle important practical and legal
issues related to its innovative roof design.

The electric power generated will be supplied to the
low voltage mains of BEWAG.  In accordance with EC
guidelines, analytical monitoring will be carried out for a
period of two years.  Due to the project-specific design of
parallel string inverters, their internal measurement values
for the active and the reactive power will be used, checking
their sums against independent total counters for the east
and the western roof sub-systems, respectively. This
simplified monitoring approach for use with string
inverters will serve as test bed for the development of
future monitoring specifications.

PV SOUNDLESS (SE-397-2000): By demonstrating
quality of life improvements to populations living near
highways and railways, this project is expected to
encourage the use of grid connected PV generation in
sound barriers along roads and railways.  This application
of PV combines clean electricity generation with
environmental benefits, and with urban improvement while
simultaneously offering high visibility locations for the use
of PV.  Building upon the existing sound barrier projects
which have already been built in the EU, this project will
add a further 600 kWp of PV sound barriers, with project
costs of around 8 €/Wp including the innovative
integration elements.  The design phase will include a
study of the optimum power conditioning strategy, with a
view to the eventual standardisation of such PV systems.
Special attention will be paid to the construction and
integration aspects and to the potential for cost reductions.

PHOTOCAMPA (SE-772-1999): The aim of this project
is to encourage the use of grid-connected PV systems
integrated into parking structures.  This application has the
advantage that no extra land is consumed and the civil
works have no extra cost, which should both lead to cost
reductions compared with free standing PV applications.
The total project costs are foreseen at 8.2 €/Wp including
the module integration into the parking roof structure. This
project involves a larger scale than has previously been
demonstrated - 318 kWp in a single car park - focusing on
the automotive market, where large parking areas are
needed.  The project will include dissemination activities
aimed at up-market car buyers, car fleet owners, and dealer
networks.  Project inauguration is expected in Nov 2001.

HIP HIP (SE-430-1999):  The EC has recently supported
an ambitious project, which aims to stimulate the
commercialisation of PV systems and components with
significantly reduced costs.  The scale of the project is the
largest ever supported by the EC in the PV sector, and the
goals are the most ambitious to date.  Working directly
with two of the EU’s major PV module suppliers, the
project will install ~500 kWp of PV systems in each of 6
EU Member States (AU, FR, DE, ES, IT, and NL), with
installed PV system costs reducing over the 3 years of the
project from 7 €/Wp in 2000 to 5€/Wp in 2002, through
improved PV module production and through more cost
effective BOS installations.  The large scale of the project
is needed to offset the costs of overcoming the non-



technical obstacles and to benefit from economies of scale
in obtaining authorisations, training and establishing
installers and overall administration.

SUNCITIES (SE-210-2000): Building on the success
which has already been achieved with PV in urban
buildings in NL, local and regional authorities will
demonstrate that they can significantly contribute to the EC
target on CO2 reduction and PV market penetration by
implementing an even larger scale project involving PV
urban integration on a multi-MWp scale.  The initiative
involves 5 MWp in NL, of which 1760 new houses (3.05
MWp) will be supported by the EC, together with 0.4
MWp in UK, 0.1 MWp in Germany, and 0.1 MWp in
Spain. This project is proceeding with only 22% EC
support, and with ambitious goals for cost reductions
though collaborative tendering for the PV hardware and
particular attention to cost saving through innovative
building integration and installation procedures.

MEDITERRANEO (SE-437-2000) : Cost reduction is the
main objective of this project that seeks to achieve a step
change in the market for PV in the urban environment
through reducing installed PV system prices. The project
aims to achieve installed PV system costs of less than 6
€/Wp through the standardisation of PV components for
building applications - primarily for roof top applications.
The project will install 929 kWp of grid connected
crystalline and thin film PV in urban environments in
France 70 kWp, Italy 294 kWp, Portugal 75 kWp, Spain
490 kWp.  The systems will be monitored for performance
and user satisfaction, and the results should be applicable
across most of Europe.

CIS (SE-245-2000): A new museum of fine arts will be
built in the historical centre of Leipzig, and equipped with
shed roofs which incorporate 50 kWp of CIS thin film PV.
The modules will be fully integrated into the roofs, to
provide the world’s first large-scale demonstration of CIS
technology in such a grid connected system.  CIS is one of
a small family of thin film solar cell technologies, which
offer the potential for major cost reductions in the future.
However, for this project, which is the first of its kind, the
overall project costs remain relatively high at 12 €/Wp.

4 DISCUSSION

A great deal has been achieved with the help of the
Commission’s research, development and demonstration
program during the past 20 years, and confidence is
growing in the market.  However, the current markets for
2nd generation grid connected PV systems are not
sustainable without the continuation of very high subsidies.

The potential markets for stand alone PV systems in
the developing countries is vast, and these have recently
been strongly promoted by the G8 [3].  However, few high
quality proposals have been submitted to the EC research
programme for work on such systems in recent years.

Whilst it is encouraging to see European companies
investing in new capacity for the production of PV cells
and modules, most of this capacity is still focused on
producing comparatively high cost 2nd generation systems
and components, for which the long term markets are likely
to be limited to niche applications, rather than large scale

grid connected power generation.  More effort is needed on
the development of mass production capacity for low cost,
high reliability 3rd generation PV components and systems
aimed at large scale grid connected power generation.

At the research level, a lot of support has been given
over many years by the Research DG of the Commission to
the development of thin film PV cells and modules,
because they offer the perspective of low cost systems as
well as relative ease of large scale production.  More
recently, some demonstration projects involving new thin
film PV technologies have been supported.  It would
appear likely that thin film technologies will play an
important role in the 3rd generation of PV systems.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In its future research and demonstration programmes, the
Commission should

� give priority to mass market solutions, with the
potential to contribute to the security of energy supplies,
including low cost 3rd generation systems for grid
connected and stand alone applications in the EU and in
developing countries.

� continue to support 2nd generation PV systems
(crystalline Si modules), but with lower eligible costs in
order to encourage proposers to find ways of offsetting
the costs through more innovative integration schemes

� take greater risks with low cost 3rd generation thin
film technologies (including multi-junction aSi, CdTe,
CIS, etc) for large scale grid connected power
generation.
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Further information on EC research and demonstration
projects may be found on the following web site:
http://www.cordis.lu/eesd/src/proj_eng.htm


